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Practical Forensic Imaging: Securing Digital Evidence with Linux ToolsNo Starch Press, 2016

	Forensic image acquisition is an important part of postmortem incident response and evidence collection. Digital forensic investigators acquire, preserve, and manage digital evidence to support civil and criminal cases; examine organizational policy violations; resolve disputes; and analyze cyber attacks.

	

	Practical...
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Pyside GUI Application Development - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Develop more dynamic and robust GUI applications using PySide, an open source cross-platform UI framework


	About This Book

	
		Designed for beginners to help you get started with GUI application development
	
		Develop your own applications by creating customized widgets and dialogs
	...
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Practical Hive: A Guide to Hadoop's Data Warehouse SystemApress, 2016

	Dive into the world of SQL on Hadoop and get the most out of your Hive data warehouses. This book is your go-to resource for using Hive: authors Scott Shaw, Ankur Gupta, David Kjerrumgaard, and Andreas Francois Vermeulen take you through learning HiveQL, the SQL-like language specific to Hive, to analyze, export, and massage the data stored...
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Tor And The Dark Net: Learn To Avoid NSA Spying And Become Anonymous Online (Dark Net, Tor, Dark Web, Tor Books) (Volume 1)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	Use This Information To Avoid Being Spied By The Government Today!


	If you’ve ever heard outrageous stories about online illegal drug stores, hit men for hire, celebrities busted for child porn, mad scientific experiments, and Illuminati rituals, you’ve probably heard of the “dark web”, alternatively called...
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Programming RustO'Reilly, 2016

	
		This practical book introduces systems programmers to Rust, the new and cutting-edge language. You’ll learn how Rust offers the rare and valuable combination of statically verified memory safety and low-level control—imagine C++, but without dangling pointers, null pointer dereferences, leaks, or buffer overruns.
...
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Understanding ECMAScript 6: The Definitive Guide for JavaScript DevelopersNo Starch Press, 2016

	ECMAScript 6 represents the biggest update to the core of JavaScript in the history of the language. In Understanding ECMAScript 6, expert developer Nicholas C. Zakas provides a complete guide to the object types, syntax, and other exciting changes that ECMAScript 6 brings to JavaScript. Every chapter is packed with example code that...
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Identity and Data Security for Web Development: Best PracticesO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Developers, designers, engineers, and creators can no longer afford to pass responsibility for identity and data security onto others. Web developers who don’t understand how to obscure data in transmission, for instance, can open security flaws on a site without realizing it. With this practical guide, you’ll learn how...
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Pro Power BI DesktopApress, 2016

	This book shows how to deliver eye-catching Business Intelligence with Microsoft Power BI Desktop. You can now take data from virtually any source and use it to produce stunning dashboards and compelling reports that will seize your audience’s attention. Slice and dice the data with remarkable ease then add metrics and KPIs to project...
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Blender 3D Incredible MachinesPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features Develop realistic and awesome machines for your 3D projects and animation films Gain the ability to look at a piece of machinery in real life and then recreate it in Blender Develop a comprehensive skill set covering key aspects of mechanical modeling Book Description Blender 3D is one of the top pieces of 3D animation software....
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Introduction to Computer ScienceCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	A computer program is a set of statements that is used to create an output, such as a screen

	display, a printed report, a set of data records, or a calculated set of numbers.





	Most programs involve statements that are executed in sequence.





	A program is written using the statements of a programming language....
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Beginning Samsung ARTIK: A Guide for DevelopersApress, 2016

	Discover which ARTIK modules to use for various applications, and how to produce code for them. This book goes beyond the information previously available online, efficiently guiding developers from initial setup of their development environment to product development and prototyping in no time. Beginners will find helpful background insights...
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Game Hacking: Developing Autonomous Bots for Online GamesNo Starch Press, 2016

	
		You don't need to be a wizard to transform a game you like into a game you love. Imagine if you could give your favorite PC game a more informative heads-up display or instantly collect all that loot from your latest epic battle.

	
		Bring your knowledge of Windows-based development and memory management, and Game...
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